Faculty Development Advisory Committee
9/16/11
Agenda

--Flextrack update (Susan Lauda)

Results from Spring Faculty Survey (Lori Ogata and Dominique Moise-Swanson)

--Update on Survey Monkey

--Getting a part-time rep and a student rep onto the committee

--3 hours flex credit for presenters (rather than the current 2?)

--Credit and Compensation for Part-time Instructors doing Faculty development (I’d like to see some broad commitment for this that we can take to the senate, the union, and the administration)

--Keeping a record of Part-time Flex hours (the current Flex track system does not accommodate part-timers, leaving it to my limited powers of bookkeeping)

--Open Classroom Program (I’d like to lay out my idea and share some concerns and potential problems, get feedback)

--Flex Hour? Or some other dedicated time for Flex activities (so much is getting crammed into the existing college hours).

--More ideas for Flex activities, workshops, etc.

--Other?